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Abstract- Operation analysis of microgrid with traditional 

power sources as diesel generators, low power gas turbines 

as well as renewables such as wind turbines, PV solar 

power units and some others are considered in this paper. 

The models of microgrid with different circuit and power 

sources are also presented as a result of calculations load 

flow and minimal level of losses for minimum and 

maximum load are defined. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, an increasing attraction to microgrids 

as one of possible ways of power supply for areas are 

observed which located relatively far from central power 

grid such as small towns, enterprises, municipality areas 

and so on. Scaled application of microgrids would increase 

local consumers power supply reliability, diminish grid 

dependence from oil and gas fuel and as an important key 

they reduce big investment for prospected development of 

power industry. Many microgrids still continue to be used 

as diesel generators but the most energies are produced by 

wind and solar units go down. The microgrids increase 

energy efficiency using storing devices and improve data 

monitoring and control capabilities to make an application 

of various small renewable sources of power as part of 

microsystem. 

One of important advantages of microgrids is 

allocation of power sources right near consumer. 

Microgrids may be projected and controlled to provide 

high reliability of power supply and they may use all 

available local kind of power as: wind, solar, hydro, 

geothermal, etc. This paper studies a model of microgrid 

which comprise of wind turbine, PV solar unit, diesel 

generator and AC/DC bus systems. 

 

II. TYPICAL STRUCTURE AND MICROGRID 

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 

At present time there is no strict approach to design a 

microgrid of distributed generation and researchers are 

forming the structure of designed network starting from 

presence of local sources of energy (conventional or non-

conventional) and type of load. As a part of microgrid there 

could be the following sources of power: micro hydro 

turbine, fuel cell, PV solar unit, wind turbine, diesel 

generator and micro gas turbine. Generally, we can divide 

microsystem including various microgrids like Figure 1. 

 

   
 

Figure 1. Classification of microsystem including various microgrids 

 

Typical microgrid structure comprises next five 

important components: micro sources, loads (presented in 

two categories: important and casual), storing devices, 

central and local control systems and grid connection unit. 

Those five components are connected with low voltage 

network which may operate with outside grid in parallel or 

island mode. Stable and reliable power supply for network 

consumers is provided on the base of control and micro 

sources distribution under supervision of local and central 

regulating devices.  

The principle of coordinated control by means of above 

mentioned regulators is described in this paper. The 

microsystem structure in Figure 1 may be realized as 

electrical network with distributed micro sources feeding 

AC power bus, DC power bus or combined using AC and 

DC bus microgrids. The DC microgrid using two-wired 

system is contrary to four-wired system of AC microgrid. 

Another advantage of DC microgrid is that it doesn’t use 

transformers so being more reliable and efficient.   

In DC microgrid there are no consumers of reactive 

power and so no reactive power flow. Active power flow 

is controlled by voltage regulation.  
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But at AC microgrid the voltage level depends on 

reactive power flow. There are some practical limitations 

for wide application of DC Microgrids. The protection 

systems against different failures in DC microgrids is not 

fully developed compared with AC microgrids. Typical 

DC micro system connected with distributed network of 

outside AC microgrid is presented in Figure 2. 

Power sources of AC microgrids include traditional 

and renewable sources as wind turbines, biogas units and 

other micro sources generating AC voltage directly 

connected to AC network buses. The АС microgrids may 

use the existing power grid distribution network structure 

and compatible with their operation conditions. At AC 

microgrids, the AC loads could be directly connected to 

AC bus terminals without any conversion unit [13]. At 

some defined conditions, AC microgrids may support grid 

by producing reactive power and feeding distribution 

network of the grid. There are a lot of various control 

devices in the microsystem to control coordination of 

power production between the sources within the 

microgrids and meet power demand of local consumers. 

Operation control of AC microgrids are studied at [14-17]. 

The typical structure of AC microgrid connected with 

distribution network of grid is presented in Figure 3. 

 

 
                                                                                                                                                AC/DC convertor 

                                                                                                                                                DC/AC convertor 
 
 

Figure 2. DC microgrid 

 
                                                                                                                                                AC/DC conversion unit 
                                                                                                                                                DC/AC conversion unit 

 

Figure 3. AC microgrid 

 

Hybrid microsystem is a combination of two AC and 

DC microgrids which are connected with each other by 

bidirectional converters of AC-DC/DC-AC. The hybrid 

microsystem has an advantage in relation to DC or AC 

microgrids including the number of conversion systems 

from micro sources to microgrid main bus as well as 

converters between main bus and some loads which would 

be drastically reduced [22-25]. Modeling and operation 

control at hybrid microsystem is a considerably complex 

problem and it is required always to maximize energy 

production from renewable, and minimization of power 

exchange between DC and AC microgrid subsystems. It is 

also required to provide the stable operation of both 

subsystems considering stochastic character of power 

production and consumption during parallel and isolated 

mode of operation of hybrid microsystem and main grid. 

A hybrid microgrid is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Hybrid microgrid with AC and DC subsystems 

 

III. MODELING OPERATION OF HYBRID 

MICRO GRID WITH RENEWABLE SOURCES OF 

POWER 

At present, the considerable part of generated 

renewable power at European countries are wind and solar 

power. Wind energy is covering about 10.8% of total load 

demand. It is considered that the main power sources in 

microgrids are wind and solar units, which are planned to 

cover maximum of local load. 

This paper deals with modeling and operation analysis 

of hybrid microgrid with wind energy sources and micro 

turbine connected to AC subsystem of the microgrid and 

also PV solar units which are connected to DC subsystem. 

 

A. Modeling of Wind Turbine 

Taking in consideration that most of wind turbines 

used in practice apply as Double Fed Induction Generators 

(DFIG). we study some modeling features of low power 

(5-1000 kWt) wind turbines and analyze its operation in 

micro system. 

Wind turbines power production is defined by 

expression [17]: 

  30.5 ,m p nP AC v    (1)                                                                                                                                     

where, P is air density (1.225 kg/m2), A is blades swept 

area (m2), vn is wind speed (m/s) and Cp(,) is power 

coefficient, which defined as a function of speed and 

blades slewing angle. The maximum value of Cp,max is 

corresponding to =8.1 and =0. 

To organize a control system, the mathematical model 

of DFIG type wind turbine is very important. Applying 

traditional mathematical form of description for induction 

machine in rotating d-q coordinates, we have: 

- Voltage balance equation 
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- Equation of rotor 
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where, , , ,ds qs dr qr     are flux leakage for stator and 

rotor in d-q coordinates, L is induction, u, i are voltage and 

current, 1 2, , r    are angular speed for synchronous axis, 

slip and rotor which 1 2r    , and ,m eM M  are 

mechanical and electromagnetic torques. 

In case of placing synchronously rotating d-q 

coordinates concurrently with stator voltage phasor along 

d-axis and flux phasor at q-axis the equation of voltage 

balance may be introduced in following form: 
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B. Modeling of PV Solar Unit 

In accordance with equivalent circuit in Figure 5 the 

produced current for every PV solar unit may be 

determined by equations [11, 20]. 
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Figure 5. PV solar unit model 

 

C. Modeling of Battery  

In total description of hybrid system dynamics, the 

battery as source of DC current may be modeled as [21]; 
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where, Ub is nominal voltage of battery; CSB is charging 

state of battery; U0 is battery voltage in off position; Rb is 

battery internal resistance; ib is charge current; K is 

polarization voltage; Q is capacity; А is exponential 

voltage; and В is exponential capacity. 

 

IV. STUDY OF HYBRID АС/DC MICROGRIDS 

OPERATION UNDER DIFFERENT OUTPUT 

FROM CONVENTIONAL AND RENEWABLE 

SOURCES AND LOADS 

For detailed study of microgrid design model including 

renewable sources and two systems with AC and DC buses 

of the substituted electric network was composed. Design 

model for studied micro grid is concluded:  

- Power system (GRID) having connection with micro grid 

trough the common point;  

- Diesel generator, back operated, 70 kW;  

- Wind turbine connected to AC system;  

- PV solar power unit, 200 kW, connected to DC system; 

- AC load, 80 kVA;  

- DC load, 20 kW, mainly this load is modeled as electric 

lighting;  

- Battery and charging equipment, connected to DC 

system.  

Depending on output from wind turbine and PV solar 

set the micro grid rated modeling of operation was studied. 

Two case studies were implemented:  

- Autonomous (isolated from GRID) operation; 

- Working parallel with GRID.  

The power flow in AC and DC system for isolated case 

and under wind turbine output is changing randomly and 

are shown in Figures 6 and 7. Some results of study under 

changing output from WT are given in the Table 1. 

Connection between AC and DC networks is carried 

out by control of bidirectional invertors and that provides 

to manage both power production and consumption of 

power at the microgrid. Power Production and 

Consumption Control (РРСС) helps to provide condition 

then the main part of power consumption is covered by 

power generation from renewable. 

The circuit uses 5 invertors which help to coordinate 

operation with GRID to support energy balance between 

generation and consumption at the AC-DC networks as a 

function of power produced by wind turbine and solar PV 

unit. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Power flow in AC system for isolated case and under wind turbine output 
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Figure 7. Power flow in DC system for isolated case and under wind turbine output 

 

Table 1. Comparing wind energy with other energy resources regarding to total load demands covering 
 

AC sources DC sources 

AC load DC load 
Microgrid 

interconnection 

Change 

AC-DC 
Wind 

generator 

Diesel 

generator 

PV 

aggregate 
Battery 

200+j30 0 0 0 96+j58 85.7 0 102+j37 

43+j30 25-j129 117.7 0 96+j58 81.12 0 -29-j94 

0 25-j129 170.2 0 96+j58 81.12 0 -72-j188 

 

V. REALIZATION OF CONTROL METHODS FOR 

AC/DC INVERTORS 

The developed algorithm for power flow control 

between GRID and micro grid and also between AC and 

DC micro grids is carried out in the ETAP software format. 

Bidirectional inverter has to provide stability and voltage 

quality on AC bus. Inverters of WT and solar PV-units 

tuned to provide maximum power production to meet 

power demands of AC and DC loads. Fig. 8 demonstrates 

results of computer study then above mentioned conditions 

are satisfied for parallel operation of micro grid and GRID. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Modern micro grids structures are involving a 

combination of resources, sometimes a quite complex one.  

The result of this work demonstrate that the operation of 

micro grids offers distinct advantages to customers and 

utilities, i.e. improved energy efficiency, minimization of 

overall consumption, reduced environmental impact, 

improvement of reliability of supply, network operation 

benefits as boss reduction, congestion relief, voltage control, 

and cost efficient electricity infrastructure replacement. 

Micro grids have been proposed as “novel distribution 

network architecture within smart grids concept”. 
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